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1. APPOINTMNT OF WORKING PARTY ON RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS IN REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: ITEM 9.11.1 OF
THE AGENDA

' The CHAIRMAN announced that he had now completed the delicate and

difficult task which had been assigned to him of nominating members to

the working party. He_was aware that it would be impossible to satisfy

all members of the committee. He had given the question extremely

careful consideration, taking into account the list proposed by the

Indian delegation and the views expressed in the course of the debate.

He hoped that his proposal would be regarded as constituting the

nearest possible approach to a representative group, and that it would

be accepted in a spirit of goodwill and co- operation. It should be

noted that whatever the findings of the working party, its suggestions

would in no way commit the committee. It was at liberty to reopen

the subject, after which it would be referred to the Assembly.

He accordingly invited the following members to participate in the

d/

,,
working party: Brazil, Bulgaria, France, India, Iran, Liberia,

United Kingdom.

Dr. Vollenweider took the chair

2. AMENDMENTS TO REGULATIONS AND RULES OF PROCEDURE AND PROVISIONAL
.APPOINTMENT REGULATIONS FOR EXPERT COMMITTEES AND THEIR SUB -
COMMITTEES: ITEM 9.6 OF THE AGENDA (Official Records 17, 13,
items 4.2 and 4.3)

Jr M. ZARB, Legal Secretary, explained that:the object of the amend-

ments to the Rules of Proceduresfor Expert Committees and their Sub -

Committees adopted by the Executive Board and now submitted for

approval to the Assembly was simply the improvement of working

procedure.

Decision: The recommendations of the Executive Board were
adopted unanimously.

3. POLICY ON INVITATIONS TO APPOINT MEMBERS TO GOVERNING BODIES OF
HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS: ITEM 9.14 OF THE AGENDA (Official Records

,J9 14, 27: Document A2/22)

lc. Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) informed the committee that the London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine had requested that WHO

appoint a representative to the Court of Governors of the School. The

matter had been referred to the Executive Board, which had discussed in

detail some important implications of the request. In the first place
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it constituted a precedent; secondly, it had to be decided whether

such a representative should take instructions on the policy of the

School from the Executive Board. It was felt by the Director- General

that were he to do so he might be placed in an embarrassing position

in the event of any controversial discussions, and were he to abstain

' from taking part in such discussions his role would be reduced to

that of an observer. Furthermore, it was not in general the practice

of the United Nations to establish relations with national non-

governmental organizations. In the event of the Assembly's refusing

the request of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,

the Executive Board had submitted a draft resolution contained in

document A2/22 page 2.

Decision: The draft resolution contained in document A2/22

was adopted unanimously.

4. COMMITTEE ON THE HYGIENE OF HOUSING OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION: ITEM 9.15 OF THE AGENDA (Official Records 14, 20)

7a Mr. PINCUS (Secretariat) informed the committee that, in

accordance with the action taken by the Executive Board, the Director -

General had established relations with the Committee on the Hygiene

of Housing of the American Public Health Association. It was expected

that as soon as the small panel of expert correspondents in the hygiene

of housing had been set up active co- operation with that committee

would begin. The question of entering into relationship with national

housing organizations had been referred to the Ninth Session of the

Social Commission for action.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) stated that, since WHO was an

international organization, he would have thought that relations

should first be established with international rather than national

organizations, and he asked what steps had been taken in that directirn.

particularly as regards the International Housing and Town r1a.nning

Organization.

/ç Mr. PINCUS replied that the matter would be taken up as soon

as the panel of expert correspondents had been established.

Decision: The committee took note of the action taken by
the Executive Board.

5. RELATIONS WITH SPECIALIZED AGENCIES: ITEM 9.16 OF THE AGENDA
(Official Records 16, 39)

The Director -General drew the attention of the committee to the

brief exposition of co- ordination activities in Official Records 16,
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Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia) stated that he had himself been witness

of the valuable work done by representatives of the Director- General

in the field of co- ordination at the eighth session of the Economic

and Social Council. His government was particular anxious that the

Executive Board should take definite action on the applications from

non -governmental organizations to enter into relationship with WHO.

The matter had twice been deferred and required decision. His

government realized that the main difficulty was the question of

sectional organizations, but it hoped that the Board would be guided

by the criterion outlined in Official Records 17,page 50 namely "the

desirability of imposing no more restrictions than are necessary to

ensure that organizations which are brought into relationship with

WHO are responsible, representative,and able to contribute to the work

of WHO in a specific field."

Some bodies (such as the International Committee of Catholic

Nurses) were sectional in their composition but universal in their

interests and in the contribution which they made to problems of health.

Such bodies should be admitted to a relationship with WHO immediately.

He drew a distinction between the admission of bodies, and the further

definition of their relationship to WHO: a decision on the first should

not await the Executive Board's future consideration of the latter.

j( Mr. BANDERANAIKE (Ceylon) asked for clarification on the

relationship between UNICEF and WHO and in particular as to what

progress had been made in the assumption of responsibility by WHO for

the health programme of UNICEF. He felt that was a question which

should fittingly be dealt with by the Committee on Constitutional

Matters since it involved questions of status. He doubted whether

the Committee on Programme would be concerned with that aspect.

Dr. SCHOBER (Czechoslovakia) was also anxious that the committee

should have another opportunity of discussing the relationship between

WHO and UNICEF.

f
Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) said that as UNICEF was not a specialized

agency the matter would be coming up in connexion with another item on

the agenda at a later stage. The absorption by WHO of certain UNICEF

responsibilities would be discussed by the Committee- on Programme.
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Rajkumari AIVIRIT KAUR (Indoa) felt it was imperative to clarify

the position with regard to UNICEF so as to avoid any danger of

overlapping in programmes.

'Mr. HALSTEAD (Canada) congratulated the Secretariat on the

degree of co- ordination already achieved and stressed the necessity for

its continuation, in particular with the United Nations Statistical

Office and UNESCO.

r Dr. MANI, Secretary, informed the committee that the Secretary -

General of UNICEF was expected in Rome shortly. The question of

the relationship between EO and the Fund would be placed on the

agenda so as to coincide with his visit.

Decision: The committee took note of the Director- Generalts
Report on relations with specialized agencies.

6. INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION: Item 9.16.1 of the Agenda

t/ (Official Records 14, 28, 60).

X Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) stated that the Director- General had been

requested by the First Health Assembly to study the question of entering

into relationship with ITO and report to the Executive Board. The

latter had adopted a resolution on the matter which was to be found in

Official Records 14, p. 28.

Decision: The committee approved the resolution of the Executive
Board.

7. INTER -GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION:

Item 9.16.2 of the Agenda (A2/42).

"(Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) stated that at the moment contact was

being maintained with the Inter -Governmental Maritime Consultative

Organization at the secretariat level.

Decision: The committee took note of the Director -General's
Report on Relations with the Inter -Governmental Maritime
Consultative Organization.

The meeting rose at 11 a.m.
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1. APPOINTIVNT OF WORKING PARTY ON RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF ASSOCIATE

MEMBERS IN REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: ITEM 9.11.1 OF THE AGENDA

The CHAIRMAN announced that he had now completed the delicate_and

difficult task which had been assigned to him of nominating members to

the working party. He was aware that it would be impossible to

satisfy all members of the committee. He had given the question

extremely careful consideration, taking into account the list proposed

by the Indian delegation and the views expressed in the course of

the debate. He hoped that his proposal would be regarded as con-

stituting the nearest possible approach to a representative group,

and that it would be accepted in a spirit of goodwill and co- operation.

It should be noted that whatever the findings of the working party, its

suggestions would in no way commit the committee. It was at liberty

to reppen the subject, after which it would be referred to the

Assembly.

He accordingly invited the following members to participate in

' the working party; Brazil, Bulgaria, France, India, Iran, Liberia,

United Kingdom.

Dr. Vollenweider took the chair.

2. AMENDMENTS TO REGULATIONS AND RULES OF PROCEDURE AND PROVISIONAL

APPOINTMENT REGULATIONS FOR EXPERT COMMITTEES AND THEIR SUB -
COMMITTEES: ITEM 9.6 OF THE AGENDA (Official Records 17, 13,
items 4.2 and 4.3)

M. ZARB, Legal Secretary, explained that the object of the

amendments to the Rules of Procedure for Expert Committees and their

Sub -Committees adopted by the Executive Board and now submitted for

approval to the Assembly was simply the improvement of working

procedure.

Decision: The recommendations of the Executive Board were
adopted unanimously.

3. POLICY ON INVITATIONS TO APPOINT MEMBERS TO GOVERNING BODIES OF
HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS: ITEM 9.14 OF THE AGENDA (Official Records 14,
271 Document A2/22)

Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) informed the committee that the London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine had requested that WHO appoint

a representative to the Court of Governors of the School. The matter

had been referred to the Executive Board, which had discussed it in

detail and directed that the principle involved in the request

should be submitted to the Second World Health Assembly.
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In the first place it constituted a precedent; secondly, it had to be

decided whether such a representative should take instructions on the

policy of the School from the Executive Board. It was felt by the

Director - General that were he to do so he might .be placed in an

embarrassing position in the event of any controversial discussions, and

were he to abstain from taking.part in such discussions his role would be

reduced to that of an observer. Furthermore, it was not in general the

practice of the United Nations to establish relations with national non-

governmental organizations. Should the Assembly consider, in view of the

above -mentioned question of principle, that '41O should not accept the

invitation, it might wish to adopt the resolution contained in

document A2/22, page 2.

Decision: The draft resolution contained in document A2/22
was adopted unanimously.

4. COMMITTEE ON THE HYGIENE OF HOUSING OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH
ASSOCIATION: ITEM 9.15 OF THE AGENDA (Official Records 14, 20)

Mr. PINCUS (Secretariat) informed the committee that, in accordance

with the action taken by the Executive Board, the Director -General had

established relations with the Committee on the Hygiene of Housing of the

American Public Health Association. It was expected that as soon as-the

small panel of expert correspondents in the hygiene of housing had been

set up active'co- operation with that committee would begin. The question

of entering into relationship with national housing organizations. had been

referred to the Ninth Session of the Social Commission for action.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) stated that, since 1BO was an

international organization, he would have thought that relations should

first be established with international rather than national organizations,

and he asked what steps had been taken in that direction, particularly as

regards the International Housing and Town Planning Organization.

Mr. PINCUS replied that the matter would be taken up as soon as the

panel of expert correspondents had been established.

Decision: The committee took note of the action taken by the
Executive Board.
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RELATIONS. WITH SPECIALIZED AGENCIES: Item 9.16 of the Agenda

(Official Records 16, 39)

The Director -General drew the attention of the committee to the

brief exposition of co- ordination activities in Official Records 16,

page 39. It had been thought preferable to omit detailed information

on the large amount of work which had devolved upon the Secretariat

in that connexion. Representatives of WHO were attending numerous

meetings of various organs of the United Nations and specialized agencies

and that work had become increasingly heavy with the growing appreciation

of the importance of health factors. Each item involving co- ordination

with other agencies would be considered in the Committee on Programme,

A small correction should be noted inparagraph 6 on page.40,

The number of non- governmental organizations admitted to relationship

with WHO at the first two sessions of the Executive Board was 16 and

not 18.

Mrs. WRIGHT (United States of America) congratulated the Director -

General and the Secretariat on the degree of co- ordination which had

been achieved, Her Government hoped that the co- ordination at Secretariat

level, already well advanced, would in the near future be extended to

the planning of programmes, so as to obviate the danger of duplication

as the number of programmes increased. She regretted that the Director -

General!s Report did not contain enough detail to do full justice to the

valuable work performed and hoped that the full picture would be presented

to the Economic and Social Council.

She was also concerned to note that there was no mention of

collaboration with UNESCO, a particularly fruitful field, WHO would be

interested to learn of the special measures being taken by that organization

to facilitate procurement of books from hard currency areas by means of

the coupon system.
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Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) reminded the committee that the Director -

General's Report only covered the last four months of 1948. Further

developments in the field of co- ordination would therefore be reported to

the next Health Assembly. Some information on co- ordination with UNESCO

could be found elsewhere in the Report and at all events it would be

considered in the Committee on Programme. He assured the United States

delegate that daily contact was maintained with other specialized agencies

and with reference to her special mention of the UNESCO scheme for

obtaining books, he said that the matter had been studied by the

Secretariat, with a view to adopting it for implementation of the medical

literatùre and special teaching programme.

Mr. PLIMSOLL (Australia) stated that he had himself buen witness

of the valuable work done by representatives of the Director- General in

the field of có- ordination at the eighth session of the Economic and

Social Council. His government was particularly anxious that the

Executive Board should take definite action on the applications from non-

e governmental organizations to enter into relationship with WHO. The

matter had twice been deferred and required decision. His government

realized that the main difficulty was the question of sectional

organizations, but it hoped that the Board would be guided by the criterion

outlined in Official Records 17, page 50, namely tithe desirability of

imposing no more restrictions than are necessary to ensure that

organizations which are brought into relationship with WHO are responsible,

representative, and able to contribute to the work of WHO in a specific

field."

Sme bodies (such as the International Committee of Catholic Nurses)

were sectional in their composition but universal in their interests and

in the contribution which they made to problems of health. Such bodies

should be admitted to a relationship with WHO immediately. He drew a

distinction between the admission of bodies, and the further definition

of their relationship to WHO; a decision on the first should not await

the Executive Board's future consideration of the Iltter.

Mr. BANDARkNAIKE (Ceylon) asked for clarification on the relation-

ship between UNICEF and WHO and in particular as to what progress

had been made in the assumption of responsibility by WHO for the

health programmesof UNICEF. He felt that that was a question which

should fittingly be dealt with by the Committee on Constitutional

Matters since it involved questions of status.
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He doubted whether the Committee on Programme would be concerned with

that aspect.

Dr. SCHOBER (Czechoslovakia) was also anxious that the committee

should have another opportunity of discussing the relationship between

WHO and UNICEF.

Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) said that as UNICEF was not a specialized

agency the matter would be coming up in tonne x1ion with another item on

the agenda at a later stage.' The absorption by WHO of certain UNICEF

responsibilities would be discussed by the Committee on Programme.

Rajkumari AMRIT KAUR (India) felt it was imperative to clarify the

position with,regard to UNICEF so as to avoid any danger of overlapping

in programmes.

Mr. HALSTEAD (Canada) congratulated the Secretariat on the degree

of co- ordination already achieved and stressed the necessity for its

continuation, in particular with the Unitid Nations Statistical Office

and UNESCO.

Dr. MANI, Secretary, informed the committee that the Secretary -

General of UNICEF was expected in Rome shortly. The question of

the relationship between WHO and,the Fund would be placed on the agenda

so as to coincide with his visit.

Decision: The committee took note of the Director -General's
Report on relations with Specialized Agencies.

6. INTERNATIONAL TRADE CRGANIZ 1TION: Item 9.16.1 of the Agenda

(Official Records 14, 28, 6G).

Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) stated that the Director -General had been

requested by the First Health Assembly to study the question,of entering

into relationship with ITC and report to the Executive Board. The

latter had adopted a resolution on the matter which was to be found in

Official Records 14, page 28.

Decision: The committee approved the resolution of the Executive
Board.

7. INTER - GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION:

Item 9.16.2 of the Agenda (A2/42)

Dr. HAFEZI (Secretariat) stated that at the moment contact ras

being maintained with the Inter -Governmental Maritime Consultative

Organization at the secretariat level.

Decision: The committee took note of the Director -General's Report
on Relations'with the Inter- Governmental Maritime Consultative
Organization.

The meeting rose at 11 a.m.


